Welding Materials

Protect-All Rapid Weld

- Used for welding floor seams and cove base
- Specifications
  - 490 ml cartridge
  - 10:1 mix ration
  - Cure time is 6 to 10 minutes
  - 1 year shelf life from manufacturer’s date
    - Ex: 215225
      - 215=2015/225=day of the year 8/14
- Coverage rates
  - Floor seams 60 – 80 lf
  - Cove base 80 – 100 lf
- Accessories
  - Rapid Weld Kit
    - Cordless dispensing gun
    - 2 batteries
    - 1 charger
    - Floor seam finishing tool
    - Radius seam finishing tool
  - Rapid Weld tape
    - 180 lf per roll
  - Manual dispensing gun
  - 490 ml mixing nozzles

NOTE: Rapid Weld cannot travel by air. It can only be shipped by ground transportation.
V-Weld

- Used for welding floor sheets together
- Used with the following Protect-All colors; Blue, Burgundy, Green
- 450 lf per roll
- Use V-Weld tip
- Calibrate heat gun before each use to ensure proper seaming techniques
- Allow proper cooling before skiving the weld
- Weld short seams prior to welding wall-to-wall seams

Corner Rod

- Used for welding cove base to the floor sheets
- Used with following Protect-All colors; Blue, Burgundy, Green
- 450 lf per roll
- Calibrate heat gun before each use to ensure proper seaming techniques
- Skiving of the finished weld is not required

NOTE: V-Rod and Corner rod are not interchangeable

To learn more, contact the Technical Department at:

800.544.9538